
 

If you’re having trouble juggling your 287 responsibilities in 24 hours a day, help is
here!

Yes, your job is tough, and there is also an easier way.

You can deliver high quality care in less time than it’s currently taking you, and
dramatically reduce your stress.

It's worth noting that stress doesn't always come from where we think it does,
however, no one teaches us the real origins. Read on to find out more. 

All my best,
Meagan       

Three Time Management Hacks
You Didn't Learn In Med School
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Problem 1:  My Consultations Last Too Long

HACK #1: Lead Your Appointments Like A Boss

It’s tempting to believe that your patients want more time with you, particularly with sick
visits. They actually don’t (unless you're only there for 3 min,) - they want to feel better. 

More time with them doesn’t automatically create higher quality care - it’s how you
actually use the time with them that creates high quality care (or sometimes not.) 

If your appointments seem too long, or feel rushed, we can solve for this. You can easily
lead your appointments like a boss when you enter the room thinking:

“I can figure anything out,” and feel certain that you can help your patient.

“I wonder what hasn’t yet been said?” And feel curious to know more about the need

your patient has. 

“I’ve got this,” and feeling calm.

“I’m here for them,” and feeling connected to them.

“Nothing has gone wrong,” and feeling calm as you refocus the discussion away from

their rabbit trail.

http://www.meaganbunner.com/


Problem 3:  My work pressure is out of control.

HACK #3: Pay Attention To Your Thought-Life

A lot is expected of you, and you expect a lot from yourself. 

Even so, the pressure can be productive instead of paralyzing. One amazing gift we have
as humans is the ability to shift our experience of pressure, and redefine it.

We can make the pressure not such a big deal; not to gaslight ourselves, but rather
channel the energy in a helpful, useful way.

Thoughts like, "I'm so behind," I'm crazy busy," and "I don't have time," are surefire ways
to create pressure, stress and anxiety, which destroy efficiency and job satisfaction. 

Actually believing thoughts like, "I've got this," "This is what I trained for," and "I have
enough time," allow us to stay focused on the task at hand, and complete it at our
highest level, often with energy to spare.
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HACK #2: Complete Charts While In The Room.

Problem 2: I am behind on charts.

Yes, you can connect with your patient while completing their chart during their visit.
And it doesn't have to take an eternity. 

You connect with them by believing, "I like them! I'm here for them."

You focus on them, instead of the other patients waiting for you, by believing, "for the
next few minutes, they are the only person in my world."

You complete the chart during the visit because you believe, "I have time for this."

You are focused on value over perfection with the chart because you believe, "grammar
and syntax errors are fine as long as my meaning is clear," and also, "I only add essential
information."

http://www.meaganbunner.com/


P.S. You're Invited!

If you're perpetually behind on work
and struggling to get ahead, I've got
you! 

Time Management for Busy Physicians

was designed to solve for your unique

needs, and to fit within your busy

schedule. 

Click here to find out more!
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Questions to Ask Yourself

Before you start your workday, ask yourself:
Am I feeling ready for whatever the day brings? 

If not, how can I support myself?

Before you begin your appointments, ask yourself:

Am I feeling confident, connected and focused?
If not, how can I support myself?

Am I proud of my work today? 
If not, how can I support myself?

Before you end your workday, ask yourself:

I’m a Certified Deep Dive Coach who loves
helping physicians reclaim their time and
truly enjoy medicine again.

My approach is not another self-help
quick-fix. I use Deep Dive coaching
techniques that address the root of your 

Who Am I?

time-management issues
and produce work-life
balance faster than any
other method available.

https://meaganbunner.com/work-with-me/
https://meaganbunner.com/work-with-me/
http://www.meaganbunner.com/

